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REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MILITARY MESSAGE SYSTEM (MMS) FAMILY:
DATA TYPES AND USER COMMAINDS

Introduction

A major goal of the Military Message System (XiL1S) project is to specify the requirements
and design of a family of military message systems. Together with the MMAS security model [51,
this report defines the functional requirements of the NaMS family. It describes the set of data
types associated with the family and provides informal specifications for the MNvfS user com-
mands. The report is a revision and extension of earlier work [2-41.

A previous report [2] specifies three members of the MM1S family. This report, which is an
extension of [,2], has the same organization and includes most of the content of f2l as a subset.
This material was included to make the report self-contained. For readers familar with the '
previous report, we list the differences between the two in Appendix A.

The report contains four sections: Section I provides background information and descrip-
tions of the MMINS data types; Section 2 lists the \IS user commands; Section 3 contains
specifications for the user commands; and Section 4 provides a glossary.

1. Overview of the MMS Family

This section reviews the family methodology and its application in the NOMS project.
identifies and describes the MMNS data types, summarizes the role of the Intermediate Com-
mand Language (ICL) in the specifications, and discusses the relationship between the k

specifications and the MLMS security model I5%.

In this report, two data items are of the same data type if a common set of operations
may be applied to them. Examples of data types are 'entity', 'message'. and 'message file'. A
data item may belong to more than one data type. For example, a message m belongs to both
the data type 'message' and the data type -entity', since all operations defined for entity and all
operations defined for message may be applied to m.

1.1. Background: Family Methodology

Review of the requirements of future military message systems suggests that a single mes-
sage system will not suffice for all environments. While these systems will have much in common,
supporting many of the same message processing functions and enforcing the same security
rules, they will also have important differences. e.g.. in the special functions that they perform,
in their user interfaces, and in the hardware on which they are built.

In the past, similar systems have been constructed in two different ways. In many cases,
such systems have been developed independently. In other cases, the first system in a series of
similar systems is built to satisfy a given set Of requirements: subsequent systems are built by
changing the code of the first system to satisfy new requirements. Both approaches have serious
disadvantages: they result in high costs for development and maintenance: with the second
approach. systems built subsequent to the first are often difficult to change and exhibit pprfor-
mance problems '3,81.

To help overcome these problems, we advocate a different approach, called the family
methodology '81 which requires developers to consider the entire family before buiiding a single
member. Using this approach. developers maximize what family members have in common and.
to the extent feasible, minimize member differences. During the design phase, a modular struc-
ture suitable for all family members is formulated. The different features of family members are

* assigned to separate modules, so that producing a different family member can be done by
* replacing modules. not by changing the overall program structure. For example. a family
* member with a different user command language can be generated by replacing the user com-

mand language module.

Manuscript approved January 6, '1986.



Applying the family methodology to military message systems requires that we identify
and exploit features common to all members L3I . To date, we have identified two significant
areas of commonality among military message systems:

1. Sec'rity. Family members enforce the same security rules.

2. Function,. The user-visible data types and user commands required by individual
members can be extracted from a large set of data types and user commands.

The NMIS security model [5] defines the set of security rules that all 'MMS family members J V-
enforce. This report defines the set of user-visible data types and user commands associated %,1
with the MMS family.

While it is the intent of this document to describe the user commands required by a wide
range of military message systems, we do not rule out future additions to the set of user com-
mands. Some family members may require commands that we cannot anticipate. Other com-
mand. such as commands invoked by the system operator for auditing and archiving and
*UNDO* commands, though compatible with this document, are beyond its scope.

1.2. M MS Data Types

This section and Section 3 describe the set of data types and user commands associated
with the MMS family. In developing this set, we have reviewed, and incorporated features of, a

. number of message systems. Among the most important of these are SIGMA [91, an experimen-
tal military message system which includes several special functions for processing formal mili-
tary messages; HERMIES '61, a system with a broad range of functions that is widely used on the
ARPA network: NMIC-SS 71, a military system developed for intelligence analysts; and Laurel

a display-oriented system (with a mouse) used in the Xerox Research Internet.

An important feature of the MMISS family is that some members support fewer functions
than others. For example, M0 is a receive-only family member that supports the receipt and
display of messages and their storage in message files; it does not allow users to compose and r."
transmit messages. Because the operations it provides are very limited, MO only offers a few
data types (informal sent messages, message files, directories, and users) and 12 user commands
21. In contrast, another family member, M2. includes many more commands, e.g., commands to
compose and transmit formal messages, to create and edit text files, to define discretionary
access controls. and to reclassify information. M2 offers many more data types than MO
(including formal messages, draft messages. text files, and terminals) and 76 user commands 211.

Associated with every NNIS member is some subset of the data types described below. We
expect nearly all MNIS members to support a few of these data types, namely, message, message
file, directory, and user.

1.2.1. Entities and Users

A NIMS user issues commands to log into and out of the system and to perform various
operations on NMS data items. There are two major classes of \MMS data types: users and
entities. " A user is a person authorized to use the .NIS. Associated with each user are three
attributes: the user's clearance, a set of authorized roles (e.g., downgrader. releaser, system
security orficer!, and a set of current roles. Examples of .vLMfS entities include:

A ,-ornmand foilowed by in LUNDO restore.s system to its state prior to the execution of the command.
"*The meaning of Lhe term data type is broader in this report than in the NMS security model formaliza-
tion. since the report iientiuies isers and entities as iata types..#heretis in the formalization daca type is an
attribute of an entity.
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messages filters directories
message entries forms devices
message files comments paragraphs
text files user profiles message fields
keywords/keyword sets

Associated with each entity are four attributes: the entity classification (e.g., SECRET). its
value, its data type, and its access set (which describes the operations that specified users
may perform on the entity). Some entities, called containers, may have an additional attri- *..

bute, called Container Clearance Required (CCR), that requires any user who wishes to *
view information in the container to have a clearance greater than or equal to the classification -

of the container. In a 4MMS, a userlD is a name for a user and a reference is a name for an
entity.

1.2.2. Message Files and Message Entries

Each .L%1S user is assigned a special message file, called an inbox, in which the .S-
places an entry for each message sent to the user. .An entry contains the message and message
status information (e.g., whether the message is "new", whether the message was received "for-
action", "for-info", etc.). When the user displays his inbox or any other message file, only part
of each message entry in the file is displayed. The part consists of selected message fields (e.g.,
the Subject and To fields) and the message status information. Some MMS members allow users
to include keywords in message entries. These keywords can be included in filters (see below)
and hence are useful in searching for messages that satisfy certain criteria. In most MMs,, "
users may create named message files for organizing and storing messages.

Every MMS that supports formal messages has two system files. OUrGOLNG and
INCO IG. The NvVS appends an entry to OUTGOING for each formal message that it .-.- ..
transmits and an entry to INCOMING for each formal message that it receives. Both files are
non-CCR., and no entries in them may be deleted or removed.

1.2.3. Messages P.".

Every message is either a draft message or a sent message. A draft message is a message
in draft form: users create and edit draft messages. A sent mesage is a message that has been
released, i.e., sent to one or more other users. By issuing the command SEND.\.SG, the user
converts a draft message into a sent message. A user may send messages to local users. i.e.,
users on the same MI&IS, or to remote users, i.e.. users on different message systems. For each
remote user to whom a message is sent, the NflIS may transmit a copy of the message over the
appropriate network. For each local user, the .1S creates an entry for the message and
inserts the entry into the user's inbox.

Every message has a message type. Mlany family members support two message types:
formal messages and informal messages. The message type is determined at the time the mes-
sage is created. When a user issues the SEN'D.MSG command, thus converting a message from
a draft to a sent message. the message type does not change. iessages of two different message
types can differ (1) in the set of fields that they contain and (2) in the set of user commands
that can be applied to them.

1.2.4. Text Files

A text file is a named sequence of paragraphs. In some \NIS members, users can create -- ,
and edit named text files. The purpose of text files is to store address lists or other textual
information. Users can transfer such information to and from messages.

|.1
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1.2.5. FUters

A fiter is a set of criteria that can be applied to a sequence of message entries. A mes-
sage entry -'matches" a filter if ;& satisfies the filter's criteria. Some filters. such as ALL and
NEW. are provided by the system. Every entry satisfies ALL. whereas only message entries I'

received by ;he MS after the user's last .,S session satisfy NEW. Some NM S members
%Ilow users to define their own special filters. Such filters may be literal; for example. the user
command "'D[qPLAYAF LN'BOX SL'BJ-IRA.N" displays all entries in the user's inbox that
,:ontain the string "IRA.N" in the Subject field. Users may also create named filters; for exam-
ple. 3 user might define a filter named RAN with value -SUBJ-ZR.A.N". Then. the user com-
mand "DISPLAY...MF INBOX LRA.N" has the same eect as the command in the previous exam-
pie.

1.2.3. Forms

A form defines the output format for a given entity type. Some NNvS members allow
use.s to iefine special output forms and use them in place of the standar"4 forms -rovided by the
\O tS. Such forms may be used in various wavs. e.;.. to vary the tcrder in which message fields
are .iisvlayed/printed. to suppress the display/pitn oceain 44elds or certain parts of mes-
sage entries. etc.

* 1.2.7. Comnment.

A comment is text that is attached to another entity. A Sv,[S that supports comments
may allow a user to attach more than one comment to a singie entity. Many family members
.ima the data types to which comments may be attached (e.;.. to message fields. paragraphs of
the Text field of messages, and message entries). Displaying or printing an entity results in the
output of the entity's value and the values of any comments that are ittached to the entity.'"
Since comments do not have explicit names. the user gains access to a comment via the entity
.o which it is attached. A user who is editing an entity may modify any comments attached to

• the entity to which he has 'modify' access.

1.2.S. Dire tor;es

.A dhrec-or-, is a set whose elements ire entities and other directories. In some ramily
members, all entities in a directory must belong to the same type. For exampie. in .M2. each
ser s signed a m-esSale die directory. which contains the user s :nocx and each me-sage le"

.hat :he user :reates. and a text Mle directory, which .:ontains .- ,ch tex. aile that the user
creates.

1.2.9. User Profiles

A user profile is a set ,ht mo-difies .L%,S Deha rior he user o owns the prodie. .'
. NS membes hat support user profiles. ea-ch new ,uer is Ssigned a standard profdle that he
=ay later c-haen :o .a:if' his individual rquiremeni.A user pronl,. contains iefau-t
iennitions and -ommz.nd sciptz. A default definition al:ows a user "o subcaiute his own
ieiniton :or a piven iyste.mn parameter. Ftr .!xampie. a iser rnay, :i'ene a. s.ecaL form .*or
.3r-n,.ed messa;es: by inciuding thu form in ais ;rcfile. he user :auses "ae message :opies that
ae pr:nts to have the speciai- ledned iorma: r;aner "ban a standard \2ES forma, . A com-mand script Is a named sequeace of user .-ommandi. B:y .endnng _4cr:Drs. the user can :f,,vefnt

new. more powerful noinmands. .- or exampie. a user may .enne a _cript named ROUTE hat-
forwards a set c1 me-sa.es -o one iroup of users 'or ac.;on ann :o anotner Sroup for informa-
-.ion. ,:ories the set "o a suecided .ile. nd then iejetes .he set frcm 's :nbox. Thus a -.n'le

ROUTE command re-i-'acs "our individui U",er :ommans."
"my 3Pe:,1; a :t rm 3Io-:s~lna "rmrrnent as 1n .-. ,t :arze-t: "o • D[SPt'.' ?R.{:T :o'n.m ar . "ae ""
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1.2.10. Devices
A MMS receives input from and transmits output to devices. Examples of MMS devices

are user terminals, printers, and communication ports. Users enter commands via a terminal
and most user output is displayed at the terminal. The PRNT commands and the SEND corn-
mand result in output to printers and communication ports, respectively. %

1.3. Intermediate Command Language

An important feature of this report is use of an Intermediate Command Language (ICL)
to describe the set of user commands that MIMS family members support. The ICL is designed
so that the commands supported by any single family member can be described by some ICL
subset. For examples of the ICL subsets associated with three family members (MO, Mi, and
M2), see 12"

1.3.1. ICL Overview

Each ICL command is an 6bstract description of a user command in that it specifies the
command's user-visible effects without imposing unnecessary restrictions on either the command
syntax or the physical characteristics of the user's terminal. The specific form a user command
takes can vary from one family member to another. For example, a user command to display a
message may take any one of the following forms:

0 the user types the string "display message"

0 the user types the string "show message"

0 the user selects the menu item "DISPLA.Y MESSAGE" -.

* the user depresses a function key labeled "DISPLAY NESSAGE"

* the user clicks a mouse to display the message contained in the entry to which the
cursor points

Such syntactic differences are not reflected in the ICL. Two user commands in different family
members that have identical effects are associated with the same ICL command. Thus. if the_-
result of each of the above user commands is identical, i.e., each causes the user terminal to
display the specified message, each user command is associated with the same ICL command,
namely, DISPLAY_4SG.

1.3.2. Special ICL Commands

The ICL treats the editing of some NNlS entities and all access sets in either of the follow- - R

ing ways. To initiate editing, the user may issue the command EDIT, which returns a copy of
the item to be edited. The user may then apply various editing commands to modify the item
as he desires. Once the user is satisfied with the edited version. he issues an UPDATE com-
mand. which changes the value of the item to that of the edited version. If the user is not
satisfied with the edited version, he can omit issuing the UPDATE command, thus retaining the
item's original value.

.Alternatively, the user can omit explicit invocation of the EDIT command. He simply
modifies a displayed data item and then issues the UPDATE command with one parameter
pointing to the displayed data item and the other to the reference of the entity whose value is
to be modified. With this approach, the displayed data item and the entity to be modified must
both belong to the same data type.

The ICL excludes commands normally associated with a text editor. e.g.. commands that
insert text, delete text. search for text strings, and copy text from one area of the display to
another. Although such commands may be security-relevant, e.g., copying data from a
SECRET window to an UNCLASSIFIED window, they are beyond the current scope of the ICL.

The ICL provides two alternative approaches for removing message entries from message
files. The first approach is hased on the commands DELETEME, U.NDELETEME. FXPUNGE.
and MOVEME. With this approach. the user issues the DELETE*E command to mark an

5 .. .. •.....



entry "deieted'. He may subsequently UNDEiETE the entry, which removes the 'dleeted' mark,
or 0 .UNGE the message ale. which removes all entries that are marked 'deleted' from the dle.
MOVE,~' creates a copy of the indicated entry. appends the copy to the specified file. and
marks the original entry 'deleted'. The second approach uses REMOVEME and MOVETME.
RE ONE2 removes the indicated entry from the message file. The effect of MOVETME is • AM

iden ical to that of MOVENE, except the original entry is removed from the ale rather than
marked with a 'deeted' mark. We anticipate that a single .MS member wil support one of
these approaches but not both. , I

- 1.3.3. Implementing Simpler Versions of ICL Commands

A given family member may implement a simpler version of some of the ICL commands %
that it implements. Consider, for example, the ICL command, D5PL-kYA\'. which takes three
input parameters:

(1) a message le reference,

(2) a fiter reference or a literal flter. and

(3) a form -eierence.

A family member that does not implement filters and forms can only support a simplified ver-
sifof this command. e.g., a version with a single input parameter, a message file reference.
Alternatively, a family member that implements f5lters but mot forms may only support the first
*wo input parameters of DLSPLAX-YNA, thus forcing every displayed message to have a stan-
dard format.

S1.4. MMS Security MNiodel

A XLNIS is required to enforce the rules of the %IS security model '5!. Thus a ,NS must
begin operation in a secure state, where secure state is as defined in the model. Each time a
user issues an ICL command. one or more changes in system state can occur. However. these
state changes can occur, i.e., the ICL command can be completed. only if the constraints of the
security model are satisfied. One immediate consequence of enforcing the .LNL security model is
chat each ICL command that displays the value of a N24S entity must also display the entitys
classification. Thus. in the specifications below, all [CL commands that display an entity vaIue
have at least two output parameters: a value and a .:iassificacion.

The NoIS securitv model requires that all entities of a given tv:e be -reated 1s either
obiects or :ontainers. An object is the smallest unit in the WNLS that has a c!assificaion: it

* contains no other objects and cannot be multievel. In contrast, a container has a
classification but may contain objects and/or other .containers each with its own classification.
In a .LIS. alters. forms. prodles. and some message ,eids (e.t.. the To ad -ubject ieids , are
usually objects. whiie messages. the Text feld of messages. message :iies. ,irectories. and text
iles are usually ,:or.tnineas.

2. Two Lists of the ICL Commands

This iection contains two lists " "he :CL cmmands aso,7iaed wirh the %LS 'amily.
The first :is is -r-pni-ed 6y data :ype. the se':ond by iener'c comnand name. AppendLx B --on-
:a~ns a 1 :1rd Jt :f the 1CL comma.s rian~zed a".a.:eticaii.

2.1. Organization by Data Type

Listed below are the [CL commands. trouped according to the foilowing eleven data tvnes:
message. message file. text file. filter, form. ,erminai. pranter. :omment. directory. user profile.e
and user." A.so :Isted is -he locaticn of each :ommand's -peciFcaion. S.--

"eeause Ier e 'e :* :,w 'CL "ommanas )nat -,oi -t a msage ent:s, .n.. DELE.E. t.;is_
M wed is .ae .; .a -101e O,.ciudes :omrna--;s -n iulee -rr:es anne ".e :zt.i "7oe "meii-e 41
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Commands on .lcaages .~

Command Nvame "1ere Spec. Command Name Wh&ere Spec.
CREATE-.MSG 3.12.1 FORLN'FoNSG 3.13.2DISPLAY-MISG 3.2.2 FOR-ACTION..ySG 3.15.1PRrP'T.MSG 3.2.3 FORCOORDMSG 3.14.1EDIT..MSG 3.2.4 FORRELEASE..MSG 3.14.2LJPDATE...MsG 3.2.5 LNSERT-vfSG 3.11.2DUPAMSG 3.11.1 DISPLAYAS-.MSG 3.2.8RECLSS1Y.MSG 3.2.7 PRLhJTAS.MSG 3.2.9
SEND.MsG 3.12.2 EDITAS-MSG 3.2.10READDRESS-.MSG 3.15.2 LPD.ATEASM-.\SG 3.15.2
REPLY-.MSG 3.13.1

Commands on Message File,
CREATE..MF 3.3.1 EDITKEE..F 3.3.12
DESTROYJNfF' 3.2.1 UPDATEKEYTJMff' 3.3.13
DISPLAY-MF 3.3.2 SORT2NI 3..1PRINT-M' 3.3.3 DUP-MF 3.3.11 

--DELETEME..MF 3.3.4 RENAMlE...F 3.2.12
LTNDELETEME.)MFf 3.3.5 ADDNAX&\IEvWI 3.2.13
E'TU'NGE-vW 3.3.6 RECLASSW~y-.m 3.2.7
COPYNEM 3.3.7 DISPLAYAS..IF 3.2.8
MO JVWNf-I 3.3.8 PRINhTAS2\1Ff 3.2.9
REMNOVEMEJNI 3.3.9 EDITAS-vFf 3.2.10
MOVE2M\E_.MF 3.3.10 UPDATEAS..'vF 3.2.11

Commands on Text Files
CREATE-TF 3.4.1 DUTPTF 3.2.6
DESTROYJTF 3.2.1 RENAME=.T 3.2.12
DISPLAY-TF 3.2.2 ADDNAMETF 3.2.13
PRI T-TF 3.2.3 RECLASSU.'YjrF 3.2.7
EDITJTF 3.2.4 DISPLAYAS..TF 3.2.8
LUPDATE-TF 3.2.5 PRI!NTAS-TF 3.2.9
COPYFRENT-TF 3.4.2 EDITAS-.TF 3.2.10
COPYTOENT-TF 3.4.3 C--PDATEA&kSTF 3.2.11

C'ommands on Filters 
-

CREATE-FELT 3.5.1 RENANMEJIL.T 3.2.12
DESTROY-FULT 3.2.1 A-\DDNA),1EU.T 3.2.13
DISPLAYFET 3.2.2 RECLSSIFY-JUT 3.2.7
PRL\,T-FIT 3.2.3 DISPLAYAS-FET 3.2.8
EDITFIT 3.2.4 PRINTAS-FuT 3.2.9
UJPDATE-FELT 3.2.5 EDITASJFIIJ 3.2.10
DUJP-FET 3.2.6 tPDATEAS-FuLT 3.2.11



Commands on Forms

Command Name Where Spec. Command.Name Where Spec.
CREATEJFOR! v 3.6.1 REN.AMEJFORMI 3.2.12
DESTROYSFORM 3.2.1 ADDINNMEJORIM 3.2.13
DISPLAY3FORM 3.2.2 RECLASSIFYSFORM 3.2.7
PRD;T3ORM 3.2.3 DISPLAYAS-FOR-M 3.2.8
EDIT-FORM 3.2.4 PRLNTASJFORMN 3.2.9
UPDATE..FORM1 3.2.5 EDITASSORMN 3.2.10
DLCPSORMN 3.2.6 UPDATEASJFORM 3.2.11

Command. on Terminal.

CREATE-ERM 3.10.1 MAXCLS..TERIM 3.10.4
DESTROY..TERM 3.2.1 DISPLAYA&-TERMf 3.2.3
DISPLAY-TERM 3.10.2 PRINTAS3TERIN 3.2.9
PRD4TTEWRM 3.10.3 EDITA&kSTERM 3.2.10
RECLASSFY-TER-M 3.2.7 LPDATEAS..TERMN 3.2.11

Commands on Printers

CREATE-PRNT 3.10.1 MA-NXCLASJ'RNT 3.10.4
DESTROY-PRNT 3.2.1 DISPLAYASYPRNT 3.2.3
DISPLAYYPRNT 3.10.2 PRLNTAS-PRNT 3.2.9
PRD4T-PRNT 3.10.3 EDITASYPRNT 3.2.10
RECLASSWFY.YRNT 3.2.7 UPDATEASYPRNT 3.2.11

Command. on Comments

CREATE-CMT 3.7.1 DISPLAYAS-CMT 3.2.3
DESTROY-CNT 3.2.1 PRD;TA&-CNT 3.2.9
ED[T-CMT 3.2.4 EDITA&GCMT 3.2.10
UPDATE-CINT 3.2.5 UPDATEAS-CMT 3.2.11
RECLASSIWY-CMT 3.2.7

Commands on Dire ctiries

CREATEDI 3.9.1 DISPLAYAS..Dm 3.2.8
DESTROY-DI 3.2.1 PRINTASDI 3.2.9
DISPLAYDI 3.2.2 EDITAS.DmR 3.2.10
PRNT-DI 3.2.3 UPDATZASDI 3.2.11
RECLASSWLYDmR 3.2.7



Commands on User Profiles

Command Name Where Spec. Command Name Where Spec.

CREATEPROF 3.8.1 RECLASSIFY-PROF 3.2.7
DESTROY-PROF 3.2.1 DISPLAYASPROF 3.2.8 __-_

DISPLAYPROF 3.2.2 PRLNTASPROF 3.2.9
PR T..PROF 3.2.3 EDITASPROF 3.2.10
EDIT-PROF 3.2.4 UPDATEAS-PROF 3.2.11
UPDATE.PROF 3.2.5

Commands on Us ers

CREATEUSER 3.16.1 ADDAROLEUSER 3.16.7
DESTROYUSER 3.16.2 RIVAROLEUSER 3.16.8
D1SPLA.YUSER 3.16.3 ADDCROLEUSER 3.16.9
PRINTUSER 3.16.4 RMV%'CROLE_..USER 3.16.10
CHGCLFARUSER 3.16.5 LOGIIUSER 3.16.11
CHGPWUSER 3.16.6 LOGOUTUSER 3.16.12

2.2. Organization by Generic Command Name

ICL commands with the same or similar meanings share the same generic command name.
In some cases, two commands with the same generic name have identical semantics (e.g.,
RECLASSIFY...MF and RECLASSIFYTERM). In other cases, two commands with the same
generic name have somewhat different semantics (e.g., DISPLAY-%vIF and DISPLAY..MFD).
Table 1 lists the generic command names, indicates the data types for which each generic com-
mand is defined, and provides the location of the specification of the ICL command with the -.
given generic command name and data type. A blank table entry indicates that the generic
command is not defined on the given data type. The data types shown in Table 1 are identical
to those shown above with one exception, commands on terminals and on printers are shown
under the data type device.

In Table 1, related generic commands are listed together. Commands may be related
because they are inverses (e.g., CREATE and DESTROY), because their semantics are similar
(e.g., DISPLAY and PRINT), or because they are usually invoked sequentially (e.g., EDIT and
UPDATE). -
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Table 1: ICL Commands Organized by Generic Command Name

1 _ _.__ DA T. TYPE
*COMafND - , --

COMMAND VAISG! F TF I T FORM de,. CMfT DIR IPROFI USER
CREATE- 3.12.1 3.3.1 34.1 351 3.61 3.10.1 3.7.1 3.9.1 381 3.16 1
DESTROY- 32.1 3.2.1 321 3.2.1 3.2.1 3.2.1 3.2.1 3.21 3.162

1 DISPIAL 3 3.3.2 32.2 3.2.2 3.2.2 3.10.2 3.9.2 32.2 3.163
PRINT- 3.2.3 3.3 3.2.3 3.2.3 32.3 3.10.3 3.9.3 3.2.3 3.16.4
EDIT- 3.2.4 3.2.4 3.2.4 3.2.4 3.2.4 32.4
L'PDATE_ 3.2.5 3.2.5 3.2 5 3.2.3 3.2.5 3.2.3
DEFNTE.E_ 3.3.4
UNDELETEME_ 3.3.5
E-- UL.NGE_ 3.3.6
COPYMIL_ 3.3.7
MOVEME._ 3.3.8
REM\IOVEME.F_- 3.3.9
MOVE2ME._. 3.3.10
EDIT IME_ 3.3.12
LPDATIEM.f_ 33 13
SORT- 3.3.14
COPYFRENT. 34.2
COPYTOENT_ 3.4.3
D-P_ 3.11.1 33.11 32.6 326 3.2.6
RECL-SSIFY_ 3.2. 32.7 3.2.7 3.2.7 3.2.7 32.7 3.2.7 3.2.7 3.2.7

L M.XCLAS_ 3.104

SEND_ 3.12.2
READDRESS_ 3152
REPLY 3131
FORIN*FO_ 313.2
FOR.CTION_ 3 1.51
FORCOOPD 314.1
FORRELF.EASE_ 3.14.2
INSERT_. 3.11.2
DISPLAYAS_.. 3.28 32.8 3.2.8 3.2.8 3.2.8 32.8 32.8 3.-3 3.2.8
PRINTAS.. 32.9 3.2.9 3.2.9 32.9 32.9 32.9 I3,2.9 32.9 3.29
ED[TAS_ 3.210 3210 3210 32.10 3210 32.10 3210 32.10 3.210
"PDA 'L.S- 32.11 3211 :32.11 3.2.11 32.11 32 11 32.11 32.11 3211

RENA.MIE_ 3212 3.2.12 .32 12 3.2.12
ADDNA.\fE- .3213 1 3.213 .3213 3213
CHGCLFA.R_ 3165
CHGPW_ 3.165
ADDAROLE_ 316 7.R.\.RCLE_ 316 8

.DDCRCLE- 316 9
R_\fVCROLE_ 3.16 10

LQGIN_3.15 11

LOGOUT_ 316.12
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3. Command Specifications

3.1. Introduction

This section contains specifications for the ICL commands associated with the MMS fam-
ily. Appendix B provides an alphabetical listing of the ICL commands and the location of each
command's specifications.

3.1.1. Data Type Hierarchy

The set of ICL commands can be partitioned into two smaller sets: the first contains corn-
mands associated with entities (e.g., PDATE_.MSG). the second commands associated with
users (e.g.. CREATEUSER). The specifications of many commands in the first set differ only in
the data types of their parameters. For example, the ICL commands. RECLASSFY_MF and
RECLASSI YTERM. have the same syntax and semantics, except the former operates on a
message file. whereas the latter operates on a terminal. To simplify and shorten the
specifications, we use a single form to define such commands.

To accomplish this, we have constructed the hierarchy of data types shown in Figure 1.*
In the figure, an arrow pointing from data type a to data type b indicates that b inherits the
properties of a. We refer to a as a donor of 6. The most abstract data type in Figure 1, i.e.,
the data type with the fewest properties. is the highest in the hierarchy, namely, "entity".
Every other data type shown possesses both its own associated properties and properties inher-
ited from its donors. Thus the type "draft message" has the properties of "draft message", of
"message", and of "entity". This means, for example, that a draft message has a Text field
(because every message has a Text field) and that a draft message has a classification (because
every entity has a classification).

Among the properties associated with each data type in Figure I is a set of ICL com-
mands. In addition, each data type potentially inherits each ICL command associated with its
donors. We say potentially because each data type below "entity" may only inherit some of the --- "
ICL commands associated with "entity". Consider. for example, the ICL commands. UPDATE
and PLENANIE, both of which are associated with the data type "entity". In a given MMLMS.
"draft message" may inherit PDATE but cannot inherit RENAME. since a draft message may
be modified but cannot be renamed. We note, however, that a data type always inherits all ICL
commands associated with donors other than "entity".

Table 2 lists the data type "user" as well as each data type shown in Figure 1, the ICL
commands with which the data type is associated, and the number of the subsection in which . .:.

the ICL commands are specified. Within each subsection, the ICL commands are specified in the
order presented in Table 1.

A few of the entries in Table 2. e.g.. "informal draft message", have no associated ICL
commands. Such data types inherit all of their ICL commands from donor data types. Thus,
for exampie. "informal draft message" inherits the ICL commands associated with "draft mes-
sage" and "message" along with the subset of ICL commands associated with "entity" that are
inherited by "message" and "draft message".

The data tve hierarchy in Figure 1 shows only two message types: informal and formal.
The ,MMS family does not exclude message systems that support additional message types; a
future family member may. like SIGMLk V, support three message types: informal messages, for-
mal AUTODIN messages, and formal memoranda. Because we cannot anticipate all the addi-
tional message types that will be required, we have omitted other message types from Figure 1.
For each family member that supports additional message types, the data hierarchy must be
modified to include the types and an entry for each additional type must be added to Table 2.
We assume that the set of commands associated with the new message types is a subset of the , .-
set of commands shown in Table 2 with slightly modified parameters (e.g.. "formal memo ref" " . "--
instead of "formal message ref", etc.).

*Because the hierarchy shown in Figure I includes only -hose .MMS data types that are needed to specify the
ICL commands. several MSI$ data types. e.g., paragraph and TO-field. do not appear in the figure.
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Table 2: '.kLS Data Types and Their Associated ICL Commands

SectionI Data Type ICIL Command,

3.2 entity DESTROY.DJISPLAY.PRI\TEDIT.UPDATE,
RECLASSIFY,DISPLAYAS.PRLNTAS.EDITAS, :*
CPDATEASJDUP.RENAM\E,ADDN.AMNE

3.3 message file CRE-ATEJDISPLAkY.PRINTDELETE\ME,UNi\DELETEM\E.
EXPUTNGE.SORT,COPYM\E-\10VEM\EXREMOv7EML~E.
MOVE2MIEXLPZDITIEM%E.U'PDATEKE'YMkE

3.4 text file CREATE.COPYiFRENT,COPYTOENT

3.5 filter CREATE

3.6 form CREATE

3.7 comment CREATE

3.8 user profile CREATE

3.9 Idirectory CREATE .DlSPLAY.PRINT

3.10 device CREATE .DISPLAY.PRINTMAXCL.AS

- terminal None
- printer None

3.11 message DUP,ViSERT

3.12 draft message CREATE.SEND)
3.13 sent message REPLY.FORINFO

3.14 formal draft message FORCOORD.FORRELEASE
3.15 formal sent message FORACTIONREADDRESS

- informal draft message None
- informal sent message None

I3.16 user CREATE.DESTrROY'.DISPLA-Y.PRNT.CH-GCLEAR.
CHGPWADD.AROLE.RMV%'AROLEADDCROLE.
RMNVCROLE.LOGLNIOGOUT .
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3.1.2. Form Used to Specify the ICL Commands

Each form lists the one or more ICL commands to which it applies and provides a generic
name for the commands. The sections of the form named "Input Pars" and "Output Pars" indi-
cate the command parameters. The user provides the input parameters along with the com-
mand name (the user interface may provide defaults for some of the input parameters). The
output parameters identify the items that are displayed at the user terminal or output by a
printer. Each parameter is expressed as "x.", where x is the parameter and y is the data type
or attribute type (e.g., cla.ssification, access set) of the parameter. The "Description" section
gives a prose description of the command semantics. The "Constraints" section defines any con-
straints on the command's input parameters. In particular, this section identifies the specific
data types that inherit the ICL commands associated with the data type "entity".

The successful completion of each ICL command requires that the preconditions described
in the MMIS security model and various message system preconditions are satisfied. This docu-
ment does not include the security model preconditions nor a complete statement of the message
system preconditions. A complete statement of the preconditions for the three family members
defined in '21 will be included in a future report. However. we do list below three preconditions
that 41 ICL commands must enforce:

(a) Each input parameter must have the type defined in the "Input Pars" section and
must satisfy the conditions listed in the "'Constraints" section.

(b) Each reference/userlD supplied as an input parameter must refer to an existing
entity/user.

(c) To invoke any command other than the LOGIN command, the user must be logged
in to some terminal.

Any ICL command that does not satisfy the required preconditions cannot be completed.

The following abbreviations are used in the specifications:

Abbreviation Meaning
ref reference
char character
setof set of
val value
segof sequence of.

3.1.3. Names, References, and UserIDs.

Although the specifications do not constrain the form of entity names and user names, we
do assume that names (i.e.. references and userIs) satisfy the definitions in the MN[S security
model. Further, we treat names of entities and users that are to be created (i.e., do not yet
exist) differently from names of existing entities and users. In the specifications below, the data
type of an entity name is "ref" if the entity exists and "char string" if the entity does not exist.
Similarly, the data type of a user name is "'userID" if the user exists and "char string" if the
user does not exist. Thus a name does not become a reference/userD until the '.XS checks
that the preconditions of the CREATE command are satisied (e.g.. that an entity/user with the
specified name does not already exist) and until the new entity/user has been created.

As in the .aIS security model, each entity name is either a direct reference or an indirect
reference. An example of a direct reference is "imagenl". which names a particular printer. An
example of an indirect reference is "'+heitmeyerrumors". where "rumors" names a message file in
the directory ": .heitmeyer;"." In the specifications below. any entity name with data type "ref"
or "char string' represents either a direct reference or an indirect reference. 'Whether an entity .

name can be a direct reference or an indirect reference depends on the data type of the entity.
In most .LMSs. for example. formal messages will have boch direct and indirect references.
whereas message files will have only indirect references.

14
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To illustrate the above, we consider two sample user commands. "display printer imagenl"
and "create mf ;heitmeyer-rumors"*, which correspond to the ICL commands "DISPLAYPRNT k. V
pname:printer ref" and "CREATEvIF mfname:char string"." The first command displays ...
various information about a printer with the direct reference "imagenl". The second creates a
new message file with indirect reference "iheitmeyer:rumors" and inserts the new file in the
directory with reference "[heitmeyer!".

3.2. Commands on entity

3.2.1.

Generic Name DESTROY Specific ICL Cmds DESTROY_..MF S

DESTROYTF
DESTROYTERM
DESTROYPRNT
DESTROYFILT

DESTROY.FORM.
DESTROY-PROF
DESTROYCMT W,
DESTROYDIR

Input Pars ename:entity ref

Output Pars -

Constraints The type of the entity ename is message file, text file.
device, directory, filter, form. profile, or comment.

Description Destroys the entity ename. Removes the entity from
any containers that contain it.

Comment The DESTROY command may not be applied to mes-
sages. Informal messages and draft formal messages
disappear from the MMS when all references to them are
removed. Formal messages never disappear from the
M-MS, since they are permanently recorded in LNCOM-
LNG and OUTGOING.

%6

*The form of the example references and user commands used in :his section is oniy one of many alternative
forms.
"To simplify this example, we show only one parameter for each command.
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3.2.2.

Generic Name DISPLAY Specific ICL CmdF DISPLAY.Y_%MSG
DISPLAYTF
DISPLAY-FILT -.
DISPLAY 'OFLM
DISPLAYPROF

Input Pars ename:entity ref
g:form

Output Pare ent:entity val
c:classification
seqof(c mt:comment val.cI :classification.loc:location)

Constraints The type of the entity ename is message. text file. filter.
form, or profile.

Description Displays the value ent and the classification c of the en-
tity ename. For each comment attached to the entity
enazme, displays the comment's value cmt and its
classification cl in the location loc. The user is not per-
mitted to edit the displayed entity. The form g defines
the format of the displayed information.

Comments The location loc may be associated with the entity to
which the comment is attached. This document makes
no assumptions about how loc is implemented.

3.2.3.

Generic Name PRINT Specific ICL Cmds PRLNTMSG
PRINTTF
PRINTFILT
PRINTFORM"
PRINTPROF

Input Pars A.seqof(ename:entity ref) .,.

g:form

Output Pars ent:entity val
c:classification
seqof(cmt:comment valcl :classification.loc:location)

Constraints The type of the entity ename is message. text file, filter.
form, or profile.

Description Prints the value ent and the classification c of the entity
ename. For each comment attached to the entity
ename, prints the comment's value emt and its
classification cl in the location loc. The form g defines
the format of the printed information.

.1
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3.2.4.

Generic Name EDIT Specific ICL Cmds EDIT..MSG
EDITT.

EDIT-FILT
EDITFOR.\N
EDIT...PROF
EDITCMT

Input Pars ename:entity ref
Output Pars ent:entity val

c:classifiCation

Constraints The type of the entity ename is draft message, text file,
filter, form. comment, or profile.

Description Displays the value ent and the classification c of the en-
tity ename. The user is permitted to edit the displayed
entity.

3.2.5.

Generic Name UPDATE Specific ICL Cmda UPDATEMSG
UPDATETF
UPDATEFILT
UPDATEFORM
UPDATE-PROF
UPDATECMT

Input Pars ename:entity ref
ent:entity val

Output Pars "

Constraints The type of the entity ename is draft message, text file,
filter, form, profile, or comment.

Description Sets the value of the entity ename to ent.

17
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3.2.8.

Generic Name DLP Specific ICL Cmd DUPTF..T
DLUPFILT %

DUJ'ORM

Input Pars enamel:entity ref %
ename2:char string

Output Par's

Constraints The type of the entity named enamel is text file, filter, x;,
or form. The new entity cannot be created if an entity
with reference ename2 and the same data type as
enamel already exists.

Description Creates a new entity that is a duplicate of the entity
enamel. The new entity has the reference ename2 and
the same type. value, classification, and access set as
enamel. Inserts the new entity in the appropriate direc-
tory.

Comments Can be used to "copy" an entity from one directory to
another.

3.2.7.

Generic Name RECLASSIFY Specific ICL Cmds RECLASSIFYM.F
RECLASSIFY..MSG
RECLASSIFY-TF
RECLASSIFYTERIM
RECLASSIFYPRNT
RECLASSIFYFILT
RECLASSIFY-FORM
RECLASSIFY.PROF
RECLASSIFYCMT
RECLASSIFY-..DI,,

Input Pars ename:entity ref
c:classification

Output Pare '

Constraints The type of the entity ename is message, message file, , -.
text file. device, directory, filter, form, profile, or com-
ment.

Description Assigns the classification e to the entity enamre.

Comments An issue is whether sent messages can be reclassified. In
some MSs. it may be desirable to allow this. since the
original classification may be wrong OR after a certain
amount of time, the message may be eligible for down-
grading.

18
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3.2.8.

Generic Name DISPLAYAS Specific ICL Cmda DISPLAYASJ4F
DISPLAYAS-TF
DISPLAYAS...SG -

DISPLAYASYIELT
DISPLAYAS..FORMI
DISPLAYASERIM
DISPLLYASYR-NT
DISPLAYAS..CMT

f ~DISPLAYAS-DIR
DISPLAYASJ'ROF

Input Pare ename:entity ref

Output Part accset:access set

Constraints The type of the entity erAme is message file, text file.
message, directory, filter. form, device, profile, or com-

msernot alwdt oiyteacs e.Tefr

Description Displays the access set aeset of the entity ename. The[ defines the format of the displayed information.

3.2..

Generic Name PRINTAS Specific ICL Cmda PRDZT-A.S2'IF
PRINTAS..TF'
PRINTTAS-ISG
PRINTAS-5ILT
PRINT.4S.FORM
PRLNT-AS-ERM
PRINTAS-PRNT
PRINTA&-CMT
PRINTAS..DIR
PRD;TA&.PROF

In put 'Oars A~seqof(entity ref)

Output Pars accset:access set

Constraints Same as DISPLAYAS.

Description Prints the access set ae-set of the entity ename. The
form g defines the format of the printed information.

19



3.2.10.

Generic .ame EDITAS Specific ICL Cmds EDITASF I.
EDITASTF
EDITAS_.MSG
EDITASFILT
EDITAS.FORM

EDITASTERM,
EDIT.AS..PRNT
EDITASCMfT
EDITAS..DIR
EDITASPROF-

Input Pars ename:entity ref

Output Pars accsetuaccess set

Constraints Same as DISPLAYAS.

Description Displays the access set aceset of the entity enme. The
user is permitted to edit the displayed access set.

3.2.11.

Generic Name UPDATEAS Specific ICL Cmdo UPDATEASMvF
UPDATEASTF
UPDATFASMSG
UPDATEASFILT
UPDATEASYFORM
UPDATEASTERM
UPDATEAS.PRNT
UPDATEAS-CIVT
UPDATEAS.DIR
UPDATEAS.PROF

Input Pare ename:entity ref
accset:access set

Output Pars -

I Constraints Same as DISPLAYAS.

Description Modifies the access set of the entity ename to have the
value aceset.

20
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3.2.12. ORL

Generic Name RENAME Specific ICL Cmds RENA.ME.MF
RENAME..TF
RENA.\EFILT
RENA.MEFORM

Input Pars enamel:entity ref
ename2:char string

* Output Pars .
,.I.

Constraints The type of the entity named enamel is message file.
text file, filter, or form. The entity cannot be renamed if
an entity with reference ename2 and the same data type'
as enamel already exists.

Description Changes the name of the entity from enamel to
eamLe2.

Comments Can be used to "move" an entity from one directory to
another.

3.2.13.

Generic Name ADDNAME Specific ICL Cmds ADDNA2\MF
A1)DNA M1E-TF
ADDNAMEFILT
ADDN.AMEFOPRM

Input Pars enamel:entity ref
ename2:char string

Output Par "

Constraints The type of the entity named enamel is message file,
text file, filter, or form. The new name for the entity
cannot be created if an entity with reference ename2
and the same data type as enamel already exists.

Description Creates an additional name ename2 for the entity
enamel.

Comments None.

21
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3.3. Commands on message file

3.3.1.

Generic Name CREATE Specific ICL Cmds CREATE2vF

Input Pars mfname:char string
c:classification
ccr:boolean
as:access set %

Output Pars

Constraints The new message file cannot be created if a message file
with reference mfn-me already exists. The string
mfname identifies the directory in which the new mes-
sage file is to be inserted.

Description Creates a message file with reference mfname,
classification c, CCR mark ccr, and access set as. The
new message file contains no entries. Inserts message file
mianame in the specified directory.

3.3.2.

Generic Name DISPLAY Specific ICL Cmda DISPLAYhF -.-

Input Pars mname:message file ref
f:filter
g:form

Output Pars seqof(v:message entry val.c:classification)
seqof(cmt:comment val.cl :classification.loc :location)

Constraints None.

Description Displays the value v and the classification e of all mes-
sage entries in mfname that satisfy the filter f. Also
displays the value cmt and the classification el (in the
location loc) of each comment attached to one of these
entries. The form g defines the format of the displayed
information.

22
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3.3.3.

Generic N'ame PRINT Specific ICL Cmds PRI'T_'vlF

Input Pars mfname:message file ref
f:filter
g:form

Output Pars seqof(v:message entry valc:classification)

seqof(cmt:comment val.cl :classification.loc :location)

Constraints None.

Description Prints the value v and the classification c of all message
entries in mfname that satisfy the filter f. For each en-
try in mrfnwme that satisfies the filter, also prints the
value cmt and the classification cl (in the location loc)
of each attached comment. The format of the printed in-
formation is defined by the form g.

3.3.4.

Generic Name DELETEME Specific ICL Cmds DELETEME.MF

Input Pars A:seqof(message entry ref)
f:filter

Output Pars

Constraints None.

Description Marks 'deleted' each message entry in A that satisfies the
filter f.

2
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3.3.5.

iGeneric Vame UNELETEME Specific ICL Cmde UDELETMEV1F 14

Input Pars A:seqof(message entry ref)
f:filter

Output Pares

Const raints None.

Description Removes the 'deleted' mark from each message entry in
A that satisfies the filter f.

3.3.6.

Generic Name =UNGE Specific ICL Cmds EXTUNGE-NI'

Input Pars mfnarne:message file ref

Output Pars

Constraint's None.

Description Removes all message entries marked *deleted' from the
message file miframe. Maintains the order of the
remaining message entries.

3.3.7.

Generic NVame COPYI Specific IGL Cmds COPYMEMFf

Input Pare A:seqof(message entry ref)
f:filter
mfname-message file ref

Output Pares

IConstraints None.

IDescription Appends a copy of each message entry in A that satisfies
the filter f' to the message file mfnarne. Each new entry
in mfname is marked 'new'.
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3.3.8.

Generic Vame MOVEME Sveciflc ICL Cmds MOVEME..MF

Input Pars A:seqof(message entry ref)
f:filter
mfname:message file ref

Output Pars",

Constraints None.

Description Appends a copy of each message entry in A that satisfies _
the filter f to the message file mfname. Marks 'deleted'
each message entry in A that is copied to mfname.
Each new entry in mfname is marked 'new'.

3.3.g.

Generic lName REMOVEME Specific ICL Cmds REMOVEME..YF ~..-..-

Input Pars A:seqof(message entry ref)
f:filter

Output Par s

Constraints None.

Description Removes each message entry in A that satisfies the filter
f from the file in which it is contained. Maintains the
order of the remaining message entries.

25
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3.3.10.

Generic Name MOVE2NE Specific ICL Cmdo MOVE2ME..,F"

Input Pars A:seqof(message entry ref) I~f:filter
~mfname:message file ref

Output Pars ~. q

Contraints None.

Description Appends a copy of each message entry in A that satisfies
the filter f to the message file mfname. Removes each
message entry that is copied from the file in which it is
contained.

Generic Name DUP Specific ICL Cmde DUP.MF.,

Input Pars mfnamel:message file ref
mfname2:char string

Output Pars

Constraints The new message file cannot be created if a message file
with reference mfname2 already exists in the user's mes-
sage file directory.

Description Creates a new message file that is a duplicate of the mes-
sage file mfnamel, The new message file has the refer-
ence mfname2 and the same classification, CCR-mark,
and access set as mfnamel. Creates a copy of each en-
try in message file mfnamel and inserts the entry in
message file mfname2. New copies of the messages asso-
ciated with the entries are NOT created. The new en-
tries point to the same message copies as the existing en-
tries. Inserts the new message file in the user's message .
file directory.

26
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3.3.12.

Generic Name EDITKEYME Specific lCL Cmd-s EDITK EMEXv

Input Pars mename:message entry ref

Output Pars setof(k:keyword val.c :classification)

Constraints None.

Description Displays the value k and the classification c: of each key-
word associated with the message entry mename. The

* user is permitted to edit the set of keywords.

Comments 1. Some family members may treat the set of keywords
as an object rather than a container (not consistent with
the definition above).

3.3.13.

Generic Name UPDATEKEYME Specific ICL Cmds LTPDATEKEY.ME...M '-1-

lInput Pars mename:message entry ref
A:setof(keyword val,classification)

Output Pars -

C'onstraints None.

Description Assigns the set of keywords A and their associated
classifications to the message entry named mename.
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3.3.14.

Generic Name SORT Specific ICL Cmdf SORT-.Ff

Input Pare mfname:message file ref
c :criterion

Output Pares

Constraints None.

Description Reorders the message entries in mfname according to
the criterion c. For example, the user may reorder the . "

entries using a criterion that puts the entries in DTG
order, most recent DTG last.

3.4. Commands on text file

3.4.1.

Generic Name CREATE Specific ICL Cmde CREATETF

Input Pars tname:char string
Cclassification
as'access set

Output Pars tf:text file val
c:classification

Constraints The new text file cannot be created if a text file with

reference tname already exists. The string tname
identifies the directory in which the new text file is to be
inserted.

Description Creates a text file with reference tname, classification c,
and access set as. Inserts text file tnarme in the specified
directory. Displays the value tf of the new text file and
its classification e. The user is permitted to edit the
displayed text file.

28...
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3.4.2.

Generic Name COPVTRENT Specific ICL Cmds COPYFRENTTF

Input Pars ename:entity ref
tname:text file ref 7

Output Pars -

Constraints None.

Description Appends a copy of the entity ename to the text file
tuame. If the entity ename is an object. the new entity
has the same value and classification as ename but has
'paragraph' as its data type. If the entity ename is a se-
quence of objects, each new object has the same value
and classification as its counterpart object but has 'para-
graph' as its data type.

3.4.3.

Generic ame COPYTOENT Specific ICL Cmds COPYTOENTTF

Input Pars tname:text file ref
ename:entity ref

Output Pars -

Constraints None. .,

Description Appends a copy of each object in tname to the entity
ename. Each new object retains the value and
classification of the corresponding object in tname. The
data type of each new object may have a different data
type than the corresponding object in tname, since the
object type must be consistent with the entity into which
the new object is being inserted.

29
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3.5. Commands on filter

3.5.1.

.0m.

Generic Name CREATE Specific ICL Cmds CREATEFILT

Input Pars fname:char string
c:classification

as:access set

Output Pars filt:filter val
c :classification

Constraints The new filter cannot be created if a filter with reference
fname already exists. The string fname identifies the
directory in which the new filter is to be inserted. t..

Description Creates a filter with reference fname, classification c,
and access set as. Inserts the filter fname in the
specified directory. Displays the value filt and its
classification e. The user is permitted to edit the
displayed filter. The initial value of the filter is null.

3.8. Commands on form

,
3.8.1..'.,

Generic Name CREATE Specific ICL Cmda CREATE.FOR.M

Input Pare fname:char string
c:clasification
ftype:form type
as:access set

Output Pars fval:form val
S:classification

Constraints The new form cannot be created if a form with reference
fname already exists. The string fname identifies the
directory in which the new form is to be inserted.

Description Creates a form with reference fname, classification e,
form type ftype, and access set as. Inserts the form
fname in the specified directory. Displays the value fval
and its classification c. The user is permitted to edit the
displayed form. (The NICIS may assign a default.
nonempty value to the newly created form.)

30
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3.7. Commands on comment

3.7.1.

Generic Name CREATE Specific ICL Cmdo CREATECMT ,

Input Pars ename:entity reference
c:classification
as:access set
loc:location

Output Pars cval.comment val
c:classification

Constraints None.

Description Attaches a comment to the entity ename. The comment
has the classification c and access set as. Displays the
comment's value cval and its classification c. The user is
permitted to edit the displayed comment (initially emp-
ty). Some family members may allow the user to indicate
the location 1oc of the comment within the entity.

%.
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3.8. Commands on user profile
I 3.8.1.

Generic Name CREATE Specific ICL Cmds CREATE..PROF

Input Pare pname:profile ref
c:classification -

" Output Pars pval:profile val .3..

c:classification

Constraints Only the system security officer can create profiles.

Description Creates a profile named pname with classification c.
Displays the value pval of the profile and its 'S'

classification €. The user is permitted to edit the
displayed profile.

Comment 1. The purpose of this command is to allow the security
officer to define more than a single user profile.

2. Since there are no directories for user profiles, there
must be a way that the security officer can display the
names of all existing user profiles. I assume that this can
be handled by the user interface; e.g., when the security
officer provides a "7" as an argument for
DISPLAYPROF. the user interface displays the names
of all existing profiles and then prompts the user for the
appropriate one.

23
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3.9. Commands on directory
a.g.i.

Generic Name CREATE Specific ICL Cmds CREATEDIR

Input Pars dname:char string
c:classification

as:access set

Output Pars e

Constraints The new directory cannot be created if a directory withreference d-ame already exists. The string tin~me" .

specifies the directory in which the new directory is to be
inserted. A new directory must always be inserted in an
existing directory.

Description Creates a new directory named diname with classification
c and access set an. Inserts the new directory in the
directory specified in dname.

3.9.2.

Generic Name DISPLAY Specific ICL Cmds DISPLAYDIR

Input Pars dname:directory ref
g:form

Output Pars c:classification
seqof

(r:ref,cl:classification.t:type[.ccr:boolean)
seqof(cmt:comment val.c I :classification.loc:location)

Constraints None.

Description Displays the name. classification, and data type of each
entity in the directory named dname. If the entity in
the directory is of type "message file", displays the CCR
mark of the entity. Displays the classification c of the
directory. Displays each comment cmt attached to the
directory and its classification el in the location loc.
The form g defines the format of the dispiayed informa-
tion.
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Generic Name PRUNT Specific ICL Cmda PR1NT_.DIR

Input Pars dname:directory ref
g:form

Output Pars c:classification

seqof
(r:ref.cl:classification,t:tvpe ,ccr:boolean)

seqof(cmt:comment val.c l:classification.loc :location)

Constraints None.

Description Prints the name, classification, and data type of each en-
try in the directory named dname. If the entry is of
type "message file", prints the CCR mark of the entry.
Prints the classification c of the directory. Prints the
value cmt and the classification cl (in the location lec)
of each comment attached to the directory. The form g
defines the format of the printed information.

3.10. Commands on device

3.10.1.

Generic Name CREATE Specific ICL Cmds CREATETERM
CREATE.PRNT

Input Pars dname:char string
c:classification
as:access set

-Output 

Pars

Constraints The new device cannot be created if a device with refer-
ence dname already exists.

Description Creates a device with reference dname, maximum
classification c, and access set as.

34
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3.10.2.

Generic Name DISPLAY Specific ICL Cmda DISPLAYTERM-
DISPLAYPRNT

Input Pars A:seqof(device ref)
g:form

Output Pars seqof(dname:device refcl:classification.c2:classification)

Constraints None.

Description For each device in A, displays the device reference
dname, the maximum classification ti, and the current
classification e2. The form g defines the format of the
displayed information.

Comment There should be a version of this command that allows
the user to display this information for all devices of the
given device type, e.g., DISPLAYTERM ALL.

3.10.3.

Generic Name PRINT Specific ICL Cmda PRLNTTERM"'
PRINTPRNT

Input Pars A:seqof(device ref)
g:form

Output Pars seqof(dname:device refcl:classification,c2:classification) p.

Constraints None.

Description For each device in A, prints the device reference duame,
the maximum classification el, and the current
classification c2. The form g defines the format of the
printed information.

Comment Same comment as in 3.10.2.
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3.10.4.

Generic.Vame NLAXCLAS Specific ICL Cmds .NAXCLASTER-M
vLMAXCLASPRNT

Input Pars dname:device ref
c:classification

Output Pars "

Constraints None.

Description Sets the maximum classification of the device dname to
C.

3.11. Commands on message

3.11.1.

Generic Name DLP Specific ICL Cmds DUP..MSG

Input Pars msgid:message ref
mfname:message file ref

Output Pars drnsg:draft message val
c:classification

Constraints None.

Description Creates a copy of the message msgid. The new message .'

has a new reference in its ID field and the same
classification, the same message type (e.g., formal or in-
formal), and, if the original message is a draft message,
the same access set as the original message: the useriD or
role of the user who created the message is in the From
field: and the creating user's site is in the Originator field.
Creates a message entry for the new message and ap-
pends it to the message file mfname. The new entry is
marked 'new'. Displays both the value dmsg and the
classification c of the new message. The user is permitted
to modify the displayed message.

36
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3.11.2.

Generic Name iNTSERT Specific ICL Cmde INSERT..V.SG
01'

Input Pars msgid:direct message ref > ,
mfname:message file ref

Output Pars 

%

Constraints None.

Description Creates a message entry for the message with direct
reference msgid and appends the entry in the message
file named mfname. The new entry is marked 'new'.

Comments A user may have only a direct reference for a message.
This commands permits the user to append an entry for
the message to the specified message file.

3.12. Commands on draft message

3.12.1.

Generic Name CREATE Specific ICL Cmds CREA.TE'% "SG

Input Pars t:message type
c:classification
as:access set
mfname:message file ref

Output Pars dmsg:draft message val
c:classification

Constraints None.

Description Creates a draft message of message type t, classification
c, and access set as. Creates a message entry for the
new message and appends it to the message file mfname.
The new entry is marked 'new'. Displays the value dmsg
and the classification c of the new message. The new
message has a reference assigned by the NMIS in its ID
field, the usertD or role of the user who created the mes-
sage in its From field, and the user's site in its Originator
field. The user is permitted to edit the displayed mes-
sage.

.M I
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3.13. Commands on sent message

3.13.1.
io

Generic Name REPLY Specific ICL Cmds REPLY.\ISG .:-.

Input Pars msgid:sent message ref
t:message type -

c:classification
as:access set
mlname:message file ref

Output Pars dmsg:draft message val
c:classification

Constraints None.

Description Creates a message of message type t, classification c, and
access set as. Creates a message entry for the message
and appends it to the message file mfname. The new
entry is marked 'new'. Displays the value dmag of the
new message. The new message has a reference assigned
by the MNSS in its ID field, the userID or role of the user
who created the message in its From field, the contents of
the From field of the message msgid in the To field, and
the same Subject field as msgid. Also displays the mes-
sage classification c. The user is allowed to edit the new
message.

3.13.2.

Generic Name FORINTO Specific ICL Cmds FORh-NTO_2.SG

Input Pars B:setof(sent message ref)
A:setof(addressee)

Output Pars -

Constraints None.

Description For formal messages, forwards for "info" each message in
B to each addressee in A. For informal messages. for-
wards each message in B to each addressee in A. For
each message in B and each user in A, creates a message
entry for the message and appends the entry to the user's
inbox. Each entry has the 'for info* mark and a 'new' _
mark.
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3.14. Coamands on forml draft message

Generic Name FORCOORD Specific ICL Cmde FORCOORD..MSG

Input Pars B:setof(formal draft

message ref) %.-.
A:setof!'addressee) ,.,

Output Pars

Constraints None.

Description Forwards each formal draft message in B to each addres-
see in A. The data type of the forwarded messages does
not change. For each message in B and each user in A,
creates an entry for the message and appends it to the
user's inbox. Each entry has the 'for coord' mark and a
'new' mark. Each addressee may either send comments
on the message via another message or, if the addressee
has "update" permission, he may modify the message.

3.14.2.
h. -=

Generic Name FOPELFASE Specific ICL Cmds FORRELEASEMSG-

Input Pars msgid:formal draft
message ref

a:addressee

Output Pars ,

Constraints None.

Description The formal draft message msgid is forwarded to the ad-
dressee a for release. The user who receives the message
"for release" has a new entry for the message in his in-
box; the entry has the 'for release' mark and a 'new'
mark.

9....
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3.15. Commands on formal sent message

3.15.1. :

Generic Name FORACTION Specific ICL Cmds FORACTIONMSG

input Pars Bsetof(formal sent
message ref)

A:setof(addressee)

Output Par$ -

Constraints None.

Description Forwards for "action" each formal sent message in B to
each addressee in A. For each message in B and each
user in A, creates an entry for the message and appends
it to the user's inbox. Each entry has the 'for action'
mark and a 'new' mark.

3.15.2.

Generic Name READDRESS Specific ICL Cmds READDRESSMSG

Input Pars msgid:formal sent
message ref

mfname:message file
ref

Output Pars dmsg:draft message val

c:classification

Constraints None.

Description Creates a copy of the sent formal message msgid. The
new formal draft message has the same value as msgid,
namely, dmsg; the same classification as msgid, namely.
c; a reference assigned by the MNIS in its ID field: and
the same message type as msgid. Creates a message en-

try fcr the new message and appends it to the message
file mfname. The user is only permitted to fill in the ad-
dress fields of the new message.
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3.19. Commands on user

L. .16.1...

Generic Name CREATE Specific ICL Cmds CREATEUSER

Input Pars uid:char string Wl

pw:password

cl:clearance
Asetof(role)
pname:profile ref

Output Pars

Constraints The new user cannot be created if there already exists a
user with userID uid.

Description Creates a user with userlD uld, password pw, clearance
cl, profile pname, and the authorized roles in A. Also
creates a message file directory, a text file directory, a
filter directory, a form directory, an inbox, and initial ac-
cess sets for the directories and the inbox. The new user
cannot be created if there already exists a user with
userlD uld.

3.18.2.

Generic Name DESTROY Specific ICL Cmds DESTROY-USER

Input Pars uid:userMD

Output Pars

Constraints None.

Description Destroys the user uid. Also destroys the user's message
file directory, text file directory, filter directory, form
directory, and inbox. Any message files, text files, filters,
or forms that are solely in this user's directories are also
destroyed.
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3.10.3.

Generic Name DISPLAY Specific ICL Cmds DISPLAY_.USER

Input Pars A:seqof(userID) %

g_:form

Output Pars seqof(uid:userlD,cl:clearance A:setof(role),
Bsetof(role).tname:terminal ref)

Constraints None.

Description For each user in A, displays the userID uid, clearance cl,
set of authorized roles A, and, if uid is logged on, his set
of current roles B and the terminal tname that he is ." "
logged onto. Only the system security officer is permitted ..-.

to execute this command. The form g defines the format
of the displayed information.

3.18.4.

Generic Name PRNT Specific ICL Cmds PRINTUSER

Input Pars A:seqof(userID)
g:form

Output Pars seqof(uid:userlD,cl:clearance.A:setof(role),
Bsetof(role),tname:terminal ref)

Constraints None.

Description For each user in A, prints the user]D uid, clearance el,
the set of authorized roles A, and, if uld is logged on, his
set of current roles B and the terminal tname that he is
logged onto. Only the system security officer is permitted
to execute this command. The form g defines the format
of the printed information.
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3.16.5.

Generic Name CHGCLR Specific ICL Cmda CHGCLPUSER .

input Pare uid:userlD
cl:clearance

Output Pare

Constraints None.

Description Changes the clearance of the user uid to el.

Generic Name CHGPW Specific ICL Cmde CHGPW..USER

Input Pare uid:userID
oldpw-password
newpw:password

Output Pars

Constraints A precondition for this command is that the old value of
the password is oldpw. (The system security officer need
not provide the old password.)

Description Changes the password of the user uid to newpw. * -"

3.16.7.

Generic Name ADDAROLE Specific ICL Cmde ADDAROLE-USER

Input Pare uid:userlD
A:setof(role)

Output Pars -

Constraints None.

Description Adds the roles in A to the set of roles authorized for the
user uid.

44
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3.18.8.

Generic Name PMVAROLE Specific ICL Cmds MVAROLEUSER

Input Pare uid:userlD
A:setof~role)

Output Pars -

Constraints None.

Description Removes the roles in A from the set of roles authorized
for the user uid.

s-j:-.g.

Generic Name ADDCROLE Specific ICL Cmdo ADDCROLE-USER op W

Input Pars uid:userlD
Asetofqrole)

Output Pars -

Constraints None.

Description Adds the roles in A to the set of current roles authorized
for the user uid.

3.16.10. "'

Generic Name RMVCROLE Specific ICL Cmds RMViCROLEUSER

input Pars uid:userlD'
A:setof(role)

Output Pars -

Constraints None.

Description Removes the roles in A from the set of current roles au-
thorized for the user uid.
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3.18.11. '

Generic PNme LOGDh Specific ICL Cmda LOGINUSER

input Pars tname:terminal ref
uid:userlD
pw:password
c:classification"-

Asetof(role)

Output Pare

Constraints None.

Description Logs the user with userID uid and password pw onto the
terminal tname. Sets the classification of the terminal
to c. Assigns the roles in A as the current roles assigned
to the user. Fixes the access set of tname so that the
user uid can RECLASSIFY the terminal and LOGOUT
of the terminal.

3.18.12.

Generic Name LOGOUT Specific ICL Cmd LOGOUTUSER

Input Pars uid:userD,
tname:terminal ref

Output Pars

Cons' raintS None

Description Los the user with userID uid off of the terminal tname.
Fixes the access set of the terminal so that the user uld
can no longer RECLASSIFY or LOGOUT of the terminal.
Removes all message entries marked 'deleted' from each
of the user's message files. For each entry that is marked
'new', removes the 'new' mark. Sets the user's current
role set to the empty set.
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4. Glossary
This section provides definitions for terms used in this report. In particular, terms tha-i

appear as parameters to ICL commands are defined. Many of the definitions have been
extracted from the MMS securit-y model 15' and references !2-4"

access set: a set of triples associated with an entity. Each triple consists of a useri)
or role. an operation, and an operand index. If a -iven operation requires
more than one operand, the operand index specifies the position in which Rik
a reference to this entity may appear as an operand. The existence of a
particular triple in the access set implies that a user corresponding to the
userlD or role is authorized to invoke the specified operation on the entity
with which the access set is associated.

address field: a field of a message that contains addresses. The To field, the CC field,
and the From field are examples of address fields.

addressee: a userID, a role, or an organization to whom a message can be sent.

authorized role: a role that the user is authorized for. The system security officer assigns - .
the user's set of authorized roles.

classification: a designation reflecting the damage that could be caused by unauthorized
disclosure of information. Includes a sensitivity level (UNCLASSIFIED,
CONTIDENTIAL, SECRET, TOP SECRET) and a set of zero or more
compartments (CRYPTO, NUCLEAR, etc.).

clearance: the degree of trust associated with a person, expressed in the same way
as a classification. In a secure MMS, each user will have a clearance.

command script: a named sequence of user commands. To tailor the XMS to his indivi-dual requirements. a user may define a script that comprises a frequently"-'..

invoked sequence of user commands. The name and definition of a script
are included in the user's profile.

comment: text that is attached to an entity. More than one comment may be
attached to a single entity. A user obtains access to a comment by
means of the entity to which the comment is attached.

container: a unit of information that has a classification and that may contain
objects and/or other containers each with their own classification. Unlike
an object, a container can be multilevel.

CCR: an attribute of a container. CCR is an abbreviation for Container Clear- 6'.,

ance Required. CCR containers require that a user who wishes to view
information in a container have a clearance that exceeds or equals the
classification of the container.

current role: a role that the user has at a given time. The user's set of current roles is

a subset of his set of authorized roles. The user defines his set of current
roles.

device: a place where a MMS reads or writes information. Examples of MMS
devices are user terminals. printers, and communication ports.

directory: a set each of whose elements is a named entity or another directory.

draft message: a message in draft form. Draft messages are messages that users create
and edit. The SENlDMSG command converts a draft message into a
sent message, distributing the latter to its addressees.

entity: an object or a container.
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filter: a set of criteria that can be applied to message entries. To satisfy a
filter, a message entry must satisfy the filter's criteria. Filters are used to
retrieve messages from message fies or message file subsets. '.Ln example

of a named filter is ALL; every message entry satisfies the filter ALL. A
filter may also be expressed as a lieral, e.g., "ORIG=CLNCPAC and "

SU, BJ-MA.

form: a description of output format for entities of a given type. A form has
either a system-provided or a user-provided name. By defining a form of
a given type. a user can change the output formats of entities of that
type from the standard MIS formats to a specially defined format.

formal message: a class of messages that are exchanged by military organizations rather
than by individuals. Such messages are always "on the record" and are
stored for lengthy periods after their transmission. They contain special
fields, such as Info and Precedence. Special operations. e.g.,
FORACTIONMSG, FORLFO_.MSG, and READDRESS_.MSG. may be
applied to formal messages. Only users authorized for the role "reieaser"
can release a formal message.

inbox: a message file in which the MMS inserts each message that is sent to a
given user. Every user has an inbox.

informal message: a class of messages that are exchanged by individuals. Such messages are
"off the record" and there is no official requirement for retaining copies.
They have fewer fields than formal messages and fewer operations can be
applied to them.

keyword: one or more words that can be inserted in a message entry. MIMS
members that support keywords allow users to associate a set of key-
words with each message entry. Keywords are used to define search cri-
teria in filters.

message: a set of fields, including To, From, Subject, and Text. A message is eithera draft message or a sent message. Moreover, every message has a mes-

sage type, e.g., formal.

mesage entry: consists of a message and status information about the message, e.g..
whether the message is 'for action', 'for release', etc. In some MMS
members, a message entry may also include a set of keywords.

message file: a sequence of message entries.

message type: an attribute of a message that determines the fields that the message
contains, the set of operations that can be applied to the message, and
whether the message is "on the record". In many MMSs, there are two
message types: formal and informal.

object: the smallest unit of information in the NMMS that has a classification. An
object contains no other objects and cannot be multilevel.

password: a character string that is used to restrict usage of a userID.

printer: a device that provides MMS users with hardeopy output.
reference: a name for an entity. The reference may be direct, e.g., a date-time- d.

group coupled with an originator. A reference may also be indirect. e.g.,
the "current message's Text field's third paragraph."

role: the job that the user is performing, such as downgrader. releaser. etc. A
user is always associated with at least one role at any instant, and the
user can change roles during a session. The system security officer assigns .
the user's set of authorized roles. Whenever the user is logged in. his set
of current roles specifies the roles that are valid at the time.
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sent message: a message that has been released. The SEND )MSG command converts a
draft message into a sent message.

sort criterion: a criterion that, is used to order the message entries in a file. For exam-
pie. a sort criterion named DTG may be used to order the entries accord-
ing to Date-Time-Group. most recent DTG last.

terminal: the device onto which the user logs in to use the MMSI'. Most ,\CMS out-
put is displayed on the user's terminal.

text file: a sequence of paragraphs. A user may save text, address lists. and other
miscellaneous information in text files.

user: a person authorized to use the NCNS. %

userID: a character string used to denote a user of the system. To use the MMS,
a person presents a useriD to the system, and the system authenticates
that the person is the user corresponding to that userID. Each user has a
unique userID.

user profile: a set that determines MMlS operation for the user who owns the profile.
Each new user is assigned a standard user profile that he can later
modify to suit his individual requirements. A profile defines the values of
default parameters and names and defines command scripts.

.% .-
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APPENDIX A
This appendix compares this report and reference '2'. Each section of the report is listed

below. A section is labeled "OLD." if it is extracted without change from !2I: "REVISED." if it
is a revision of mater;a' in ":- and "NEW," if the section is not taken from "2'.

SECTION I DESCRIPTION

Introduction NEW

1. NEW
1.11.2 NEW

1.2.1 OLD except for REVISED list of data types
1.2.2 OLD except for 3 last sentences

which are NEW
1.2.4-1.2.10 NEW

1.3 OLD
1.3.1 OLD
1.3.2 NEW
1.3.3 NEW
1.4 OLD except for examples in last

sentence

2. OLD
2.1 REVISED to include NEW data types

and user cmds
2.2 intro.: OLD

Table 1: RE"VISED to include NEW cmds and
data types

3.1.1 first 5 paragraphs: OLD
6th paragraph: NEW

Fig. 1 REVISED to include NEW data types

Table 2 REVISED to include NEW data types
and user commands

3.1.2 OLD. except for addition of
"seqof" to the abbreviations

3.2.1-3.2.11 REPVISED to include more user cmds
3.2.12-3.2.13 NEW

3.3.1 OLD
3.3.2-3.3.5 REVISED

3.3.6 OLD
3.3.7-3.3.8 REVISED

3.3.9 OLD
3.3.10-3.3.14 NEW

3.4 OLD
3.5-3.8 NEW
3.9.1 NEW

3.9.2-3.9.3 REVISED
3.10 OLD except for addition of NEW cmds

on printer
3,11.1 OLD
3.11.2 NEW
3.12 OLD %

3.13.1 OLD
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SECTION DESCRTION

3.13.2 REVISED
3.14.1 RENISED
3.14.2 OLD
3.15.1 REVISED
3.15.2 OLD

3.16.1-3.16.4 REVISED
3.16.5-3.16.12 OLD

4. OLD, except for the following definitions:
comment:NEW,.
device:NEW
directory'REVISED
filter:NEW
form:NEW
kevword:N'EW
message entry:REVISED
printer-NEW
sort criterion:N'•.
user profile:NEW-

and the deletion of the definitions for
message file directory and text file
directory

. .. ..".
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APPEN ,D B

This section provides an alphabetical index to the ICL command specifications.

ICL Command Where Spec. Page No.

ADD.AROLEUSER 3.16.7 44 V77
ADDCROLE-USER 3.16.9 45
ADDNAN\-FILT 3.2.13 21
ADDNAMEFORM 3.2.13 21
A.DD NAME-NIF 3.2.13 21
.ADDNA'VfETF 3.2.13 21
CHGCLE.-._USER 3.16.5 44
CHGPNNDJJSER 3.16.6 44
COPYFRENT dF 3.4.2 29

COPME.vlF3.3.7 24
COPYTOENT-vWF 3.4.3 29
CREATECMT 3.7.1 31
CREATE..DmR 3.9.1 33
CREATE.FILT 3.5.1 30
CREATEYORM 3.6.1 30
CREATE-NW 3.3.1 22
CREATE-MSG 3.12.1 37
CREATEPRNT 3.10.1 34
CREATE-PROF 3.8.1 32
CREATETERM 3.10.1 34
CREATETF 3.4.1 28
CREATE-USER 3.16.1 42
DELETEEMF 3.3.4 23
DESTROYCMT 3.2.1 15
DESTROY.,DIR 3.2.1 15
DESTROYFILT 3.2.1 15
DESTROYFORM 3.2.1 15
DESTROYvF 3.2.1 15
DESTROYPRNT 3.2.1 15
DESTROY-PROF 3.2.1 15
DESTROYTEIRM 3.2.1 15
DESTROYTF 3.2.1 15
DESTROYUSER 3.16.2 42
DISPLAYDmR 3.9.2 33
DISPLAYFILT 3.2.2 16
DISPLAYFORM 3.2.2 16
DISPLAYNF 3.3.2 22
DISPLAYMSG 3.2.2 16
DISPLAYPRNT 3.10.2 35
DISPLAY-PROF 3.2.2 16
DISPLAYTERM 3.10.2 35
DISPLAYTF 3.2.2 16
DISPLAYUSER 3.16.3 43
DISPLAYASClkMT 3.2.8 19
DISPLAYAS..DIR 3.2.8 19
DISPLAYAS..FILT 3.2.8 19
DISPLAYAS.FORM 3.2.8 19
DISPLAY.AS.._\ 3.2.8 19
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ICL Command W~here Spec. Page No.

DISPLAYA-C-NISG 2-. 2. 8 19 *d

DISPLAYAS.Y-RNT 3.2.8 19%
DISPLAYAS.YROF 3.t. S 19
DISPLAYAS..TER-M 3.2.8 19
DISPLAYAS...TF 3.2.8 19
DUPJFIT 3.2.6 1s
DU'PJFORM 3.2.6 is
DTUPJNIW 3.3.11 26
DUP...MSG 3.11.1 36
DUP..TF 3.2.6 18
EDIT...OMT 3.2.4 17
EDITTFILT 3.2.4 17
EDIT-3OPRM 3.2.4 17
EDIT.MSG 3.2.4 17,
EDIT-PROF 3.2.4 1,,
EDITSTF 3.2.4 17
EDITAS-CMT 3.2.10 20
EDITASD 3.2.10 20
EDITASJUIT 3.2.10 20
EDIT.ASFORM 3.2.10 20
EDITAS2MI' 3.2.10 20
EDITAkS.MSG 3.2.10 20
EDITAS-PRINT 3.2.10 20
EDITAS-PROF 3.2.10 20
EDITAS-TERM 3.2.10 20
ED[TASTF 3.2.10 20
EDITKEYN.E)vW 3.3.12 27
E"NCNGE-vI' 3.3.6 24
FO-A.CTION-vISG 3.15.1 41
FORCOORD..MSG 3.14.1 40
FORNTO..MSG 3.13.2 39
FORRELEASE..SG 3.14.2 40
LNSERT..MSG 3.11.2 37
LOGLNUSER 3.16.11 46
LOGOUT..USER 3.16.12 46
MlvAXCLAS-.PRNT 3.10.4 36

LA.XCLAS..TER-M 3.10.4 36
MONEME..YF 3.3.8 25
MOVE2ME2MFf 3.3.10 26
PREIT-Dm 3.9.3 34
PRINTJILT 3.2.3 16
PRINT.ORIM 3.2.3 16
PRITJT.T 3.3.3 23
PRD;T2VISG 3.2.3 16
PR T-YRINT 3.10.3 35
PRr;T-PROF 3.2.3 16
PRLNT-TERM 3.10.3 35
PRII;T..TF 3.2.3 16
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ICL Command Where Spec. Page No. -.

PRIN'T-USER 3.16.4 43
PRINTAS-CMT 3.2.9 19
PRr TA&..Dm 3.2.9 19
PRDTTAS5ILT 3.2.9 19
PRD;T.%SYORMv 3.2.9 19
PlRINT.AS..M 3.2.9 19
PRDZTA....MSG 3.2.9 19
PRrl;TAS..YRNT 3.2.9 19
PRDNTASYPROF 3.2.9 19
PRINTAS..TERMN 3.2.9 19 .

PRT-%TA.F 3.2.9 19
READDRESS-.MSG 3.15.2 41
RECLASSIFY-CM~vT 3.2.7 18
RECLASSWYD 3.2.7 18
RECLASSIFY-FUT 3.2.7 18

RECLASJFYYFORM 3.2.7 18
RECLASSIFY2VI' 3.2.7 18
RECL.ASSUXYJ4SG 3.2.7 18
RELASSWFY-.PRNT 3.2.7 i8
RECLASSIFY-PROF 3.2.7 1s
RECLASSFY-ERM 3.2.7 18
RECLASSFY-TF 3.2.7 18
RM'vOVrEN ff- 3.3.9 25
RENANIEFILT 3.2.12 21
RENAANE-ORM 3.2.12 21
RENAME-MFf 3.2.12 21
RENKMETF 3.2.12 21
REPLY-.MSG 3.13.1 39
R.MVAROLE-.USER 3.16.8 45
RMXVCROLE-USER 3.16.10 45
SElND-MS 3.12.2 38
SORT-Wf 3.3.14 28
UELETIE-W ~ 3.3.5 24
TJPDATE-CMT 3.2.5 17
TDATEaT 3.2.5 17

UPDATE&FORM 3.2.5 17
LTPDATE2VISG 3.2.5 17
LPDATE-PROF 3.2.5 17 ..

UPDATE&TF 3.2.5 17
UPDATEAS.OIMT 3.2.11 20
UPDATEAS-DmR 3.2.11 20
UPDATEAS-JIT 3.2-11 20
UPDATEASYFORM 3.2.11 20
LUPDATEAS2Nl 3.2.11 20
LUPD.ATE.-%SMSG 3.2.11 20
U'PDATEASqPRNT 3.2.11 20
LPDATEAS-PROF 3.2.11 20
UPDATEAS-TERM 3.2.11 20
LPDATEAS-TF 3.2.11 20
LPDATEKEYNIIE-NI 3.3.5 27
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